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Business Interest in Blockchain Picks Up
While Cryptocurrency Causes Conniptions
Companies that move products and people through complex supply
chains see promise in the technology
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During Walmart's test of blockchain traceability, a Walmart associate could check product on the
shelf or in the backroom and trace it back to the farm with the retailer’s smart
app. PHOTO: WALMART INC.

Blockchain isn’t only about bitcoin. The technology best known as the record-keeping
system behind cryptocurrencies seems poised to play a broader role in business, where it
could change how supply chains work.
Walmart Inc. is beginning to use the online ledger technology to manage supply-chain
data for mangoes, berries and a couple of dozen other products. The system, built with
International Business Machines Corp., will help Walmart figure out where bad food
came from during product recalls.

British Airways last year tested blockchain to maintain data on flights between London,
Geneva and Miami. The idea was to stop conflicting flight information from appearing at
gates, on airport monitors, at airline websites and in customer apps.
The selloff in bitcoin notwithstanding, companies that move products and people through
complex supply chains see promise in the inherent security and ease of use of blockchain,
said David Schatsky, a managing director at Deloitte LLP who analyzes emerging
technologies. The technology manages information hand-offs between lots of parties,
preserving one consistent history, he said.
“Today, you can’t live your life without a mobile phone. In a few years, you will have to
participate in one or more blockchain solutions because they’re just more efficient and
lower cost,” he said.
Corporate spending on blockchain software is expected to reach $2.1 billion this year, up
from $945 million in 2017, according to researcher International Data Corp. Distribution,
retail and manufacturing are among the industries due to ramp up blockchain spending in
2018, IDC said.

Maurice Jenkins, Miami International's director of information systems and telecommunications, says
blockchain could help manage the airport's growth. PHOTO: MIAMI INTERNATIONAL

A blockchain ledger allows participants to add blocks of information after each party runs
algorithms to evaluate a proposed transaction. If the parties agree that the transaction
looks valid — identifying information matches the blockchain’s history and follows the
rules created by the participants — then it will be approved, time-stamped and added to
the chain.
The data, encrypted and unchangeable, is always up-to-date on all participants’ systems.

Airports and airlines already share data, but the exchanges are often between just a few
organizations at a time, with each player updating its own databases on its own timetable,
said Kevin O’Sullivan, a lead engineer at SITA, the airline technology organization that
coordinated the experiment.
“Separate copies tend to drift out of sync. It’s a significant problem,” he said.
In last year’s test, British Airways, London Heathrow, Geneva International Airport and
Miami International Airport uploaded their flight operations nearly continuously to their
blockchain, giving all parties a view of the same information at the same time.
The result was “one pure, true instance of data,” said Maurice Jenkins, director of
information systems and telecommunications at Miami International.
Mr. Jenkins expects to run more blockchain tests, in part to help the airport manage
growth. The number of air travelers world-wide is expected to double to 7.8 billion a year
within two decades, he said. In 2017, more than 44 million travelers passed through his
airport alone.
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Eliminating information discrepancies between airlines, airports and passengers would
cut confusion at the gates and move people through more smoothly, he said. “We have
got to get rid of inconsistency.”
At Walmart, a blockchain will manage supply-chain data for about 30 products this year,
after the retailer tested the technology for several months in its mango supply chain
between the U.S., Mexico and some South American countries.

Walmart's production-tracking system, built with IBM, will help Walmart figure out where bad food
came from during product recalls. PHOTO:WALMART INC.

After a mango is picked from a tree, it makes many stops before getting to a store shelf.
Farmers, packing-house workers and others along the way use a mobile app from
Walmart to send details such as harvest dates, locations and images of their fruit to the
retailer’s blockchain.
The process is simpler and more secure than the array of barcodes, scanners, paper forms
and individual databases Walmart usually uses, said Frank Yiannas, head of food safety.
In a simulated recall under the blockchain system, Mr. Yiannas’ team traced the origin of
a bag of sliced mangoes in 2.2 seconds. With Walmart’s other systems, the same exercise
took six days, 18 hours and 26 minutes.
This speed and accuracy could save sales that otherwise would be lost as stores pull all
mangoes off shelves while waiting for trace-back results, he said. It could also prevent
illness and death, he said. “We’re all after trust in the supply chain, especially in a crisis.”

